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FxWirePro™ by EconoTimes is a fast-growing professional 
grade real-time Forex newsfeed service providing Forex 
traders with a comprehensive overview and insight of
the global currency markets in real time.    

The service is built on EconoTimes’ global backbone network of 
journalists from 5 countries. Expert Forex analysts and journalists 
convey the key Currency market moving news and events in the 
shortest and most succinct format possible. FxWirePro™ is  the 
only professional Forex Newsfeed service to remove all the 
unnecessary “information noise” and deliver precise, high quality, 
currency market related news in a truly trader friendly format. 

Forex traders often face information overload and do not have time 
to crawl through paragraphs of text and find the relevant 
information needed to place winning trades. FxWirePro™ was 
conceived with the Forex trader in mind. The unique style of 
FxWirePro™ has already helped many traders grasp market-moving
news in the shortest possible time and be on top of the market.    

EconoTimes FxWirePro™: A UNIQUE NEWSWIRE 
FOR THE MODERN DAY FX TRADER 

FxWirePro™, the Forex newswire service by EconoTimes was 
conceived and developed with the Forex (retail and professional) 
traders in mind to solve two major impediments of existing 
newswires.

Issues with existing newswire services

1) Information Overload

It is well known that traders often suffer from information overload. 
They are faced with lengthy paragraphs and phrases that consume 
valuable time to grasp the core tradable information. This often 
leads to important news being ignored by the traders. 

2) Information Noise

Many newswires flood their wire service with news items for the 
sake of keeping the newswire rolling. Often such news items provide 
no value to the trader and can even distract them from focusing on 
more important news.
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1) Succinct News: Short, Concise and To-The-Point

2) Expert Forex Analysts and Editors Filter Noise

knowledge filter to remove any news item that is deemed irrelevant 
to the Forex trader. This  produces a high quality newswire that 
consists only of relevant news for the Forex trader. FxWirePro™’s 
600+news-a-day in an innovative format allow traders to be on 
top of the financial markets, economic and geo-political 
developments across the globe in real-time. 

• Over 600 news items every trading day
• Coverage of all global financial markets, macroeconomic, geo-

political and market moving news events as soon as it happens.
• Real-time alerts for Economic indicator releases within seconds
• Comments from leading economists and FX traders for trade 

ideas and current market moving themes.
EconoTimes has established exclusive relationships with 
hundreds of leading economists and institutional FX Traders.  

• Round the clock news coverage during Asian, European and 
American trading hours.

• The news display is trader friendly: highly relevant, quality, 
short, crisp and handpicked.

• Typical news range from one line to 7-line bullet points. 
This format conveys the crux of the news story and helps 
decrease the time needed to place a news-based trade. 

• Review of the day’s currency market movements including 
the impact of fundamental news.

• Overview of the next days’ major events that can affect the 
currency markets.

Product Features

FxWirePro™ was conceived to integrate perfectly into the most
popular trading platforms and to counter the above-mentioned 
problems.

FxWirePro™ by EconoTimes publishes news in an innovative format 
that significantly minimizes the information overload faced by
modern day traders. The published items are sub categorized 
into News, Quotes and where applicable, Analysis. Rather than
having to browse through lengthy paragraphs, the end-user will 
find clear and concise bullet points. The key objective in the 
development of FxWire Pro™ has been to transfer the maximum 
amount of information to the trader in the least possible time frame. 
EconoTimes is proud to present a newswire that has been praised 
by several leading industry’s analysts and traders for its unique and 
useful format of publishing.   

The 4-trillion-a-day Currency Markets is one of the most volatile 
markets and is influenced by many factors. FxWirePro™ is a 
comprehensive newswire service for FX traders that covers all the 
news affecting the currency markets in a truly trader friendly 
format - succinct and to the point.
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• Macro-Economy News & Data
• Currencies Movement News
• Geo Politics
• Real Time Economic Indicators
• Treasury
• Ratings
• Money Market

• Central Bank
• Market Moving Talks
• Media Round Ups & Picks
• Generic FX Relevant News
• Commodities
• Stocks & Indices
• Research Notes

• The news are categorized (color-coded) for ease of use into 
the following categories:

• Economy
• Central Banks
• Geo Politics
• Credit Ratings and Sovereign Debts
• Money Market
• Treasury
• Trader and Expert Talk 
• Expert Twits

News Categories

FxWirePro™ is “the recommend forex 
newswire service” for the MetaTrader 4 
and MetaTrader 5 terminals. The FxWire 
Pro newsfeed comes readily integrated 
within the MT4 and MT5 terminals.

The long-term, strategic partnership 
between the two companies will help 

cut the costs for brokerages and deliver a better service to their 
traders. Brokerages can now plug and play the newsfeed into their 
terminals seamlessly.

“This joint package will enrich the capabilities of our trading 
platforms and we are very glad that together with the platform we 
can offer a high quality newswire feed to our clients. It will remove 
additional problems for them as they will get a fully operable 
package at once.

“News feeds in MT4 and MT5 platforms are the first step of this 
partnership. Through this partnership we will be able to provide 
better and more efficient services and products to our clients and 
end users in due course of time.”

FxWirePro™ Comes Integrated with the World’s leading 
trading platform: MetaTrader

MetaQuotes’ CEO
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